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Relying on oral histories, hundreds of rare photographs, and original music reviews, this book

explores the countercultural fringes of Kent, Ohio, over four decades. Firsthand reminiscences

from musicians, promoters, friends, and fans recount arena shows featuring acts like Pink

Floyd, The Clash, and Paul Simon as well as the grungy corners of town where Joe Walsh,

Patrick Carney, Chrissie Hynde, and DEVO refined their crafts. From back stages, hotel rooms,

and the saloons of Kent, readers will travel back in time to the great rockin’ nights hosted in this

small town.More than just a retrospective on performances that occurred in one midwestern

college town, Prufer’s book illuminates a fascinating phenomenon: both up-and-coming and

major artists knew Kent was a place to play—fertile ground for creativity, spontaneity, and

innovation. From the formation of Joe Walsh’s first band, The Measles, and the creation of

DEVO in Kent State University’s art department to original performances of Pink Floyd’s Dark

Side of the Moon and serendipitous collaborations like Emmylou Harris and Good Company in

the Water Street Saloon, the influence of Kent’s music scene has been powerful. Previously

overshadowed by our attention to Cleveland as a true music epicenter, Prufer’s book is an

excellent and corrective addition.Extensively researched for eight years and lavishly illustrated,

Small Town, Big Music is the most comprehensive telling of any of these stories in one place.

Rock historians and fans alike will want to own this book.
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ForewordJoe WalshIn the late summer of 1965, I was 17 and left my parents’ home in

Montclair, New Jersey, to take a train out to Kent, Ohio. I joined a bunch of other kids in my

generation going to college. We were war babies, and we all sort of looked at the world the

same way. None of us really knew what college was, or why we did it. That’s just what you did. I

just looked at my options and said, “I’m going to Kent, Ohio.” I don’t really know why. It just felt

like it was meant to be.I lived in Manchester Hall and went to classes when the Measles, my

first band, started. There were bands playing downtown already; one band, called the

Counterpoints, were from Akron and played at the Fifth Quarter. I stayed in Kent the next

summer, and the Measles played and rehearsed, so when school got back in session, the

band was really hot, just really tight. Staying in town for the summer, I got to know people in the

community. The policemen, the store owners, the club owners. They accepted me. That’s when

I really felt like I became a Kent resident.By 1969, I knew the Mothersbaugh guys and Gerry

Casale was around; some of them were in art school, and they were on the perimeter. I didn’t

hang out with them a lot, but that was another part of the young artistic community. The James

Gang came out of that. DEVO came out of that. Without Kent, I don’t think that would have

happened.Chrissie Hynde was young and wasn’t really a musician yet. She wasn’t even old

enough to get into the club. She would come in and say she was my cousin. And I’d say, “Yeah,

that’s my cousin.” And she would sit and not even drink or anything, and watch the James

Gang. It was like Hemingway’s Paris in the 1920s. It was an artistic community, there were a lot

of musicians, and it was a hugely creative period when you look at everything that came out of

it. Just like Hemingway described in A Moveable Feast. Then May 4 happened. The May 4

shootings had a lot to do with all of us in that scene becoming who we were and doing what we

did, both in life and as artists.We’re all grateful that we had Kent. Kent was very tolerant of us. I

still see some of my old Kent friends sometimes, and there is a bond. We have that experience,

and that time and place, in common. We knew each other in Kent before some of us were

famous. And I love having friends like that, because those are real friends. We kind of grew up

together, everyone living in Kent at the time.What brought all those people—those artists,

photographers, poets, filmmakers, and musicians—together? College. Kent State is what made

Kent such a magical place at the time and what continued and continues to make it special.

And I would never be able to be where I am now without that experience. It was just a magical

time.
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IntroductionKent, Ohio—is this place extraordinary? Have great things happened here? Have

horrible things happened here? Is this just another one of the thousands of towns that dot the

midwestern United States? As a Kent native, I have pondered these questions my entire life.On

May 4, 1980, when I was five years old, my father took me behind his Kent State University



office to the ten-year commemoration of the KSU shootings. There I saw huge crowds with

news helicopters flying overhead. That night, while watching the evening news with my parents,

I saw images from the footage those helicopters had taken. It was then I realized that maybe

this place was somehow different from other places.Since then, I have become more and more

aware of the shootings that happened at Kent State through the endless amount of books,

documentaries, studies, and stories that I have never stopped encountering since that day

back in 1970. Through my life when I hear people talk about the history of this town, it’s usually

dominated by that topic of conversation. Every once in a while, though, I would hear these

other vague stories about Kent that weren’t related to the shootings: tales of Bruce Springsteen

showing up in town once and how DEVO was from Kent, among others.As a teenager, I had a

job at a local record store, and from time to time I would hear these stories from some of the

customers: “Oh yeah, we used to see Joe Walsh play around the corner every Sunday night,”

or, “I saw Pink Floyd play The Dark Side of the Moon in its entirety up on campus, like twenty

years ago.” These anecdotes always grabbed my interest, but the details were scant.In

December 1997, when I took a trip to New York City, I walked into a Greenwich Village poster

gallery called the Psychedelic Solution. This unique shop dealt in the rarest of rare posters that

mostly focused on the late ’60s and ’70s. When I started inquiring about the kinds of items it

sold, the guy behind the counter told me about how every single show poster, handbill, or ad I

saw in an old newspaper for some big show had some kind of worth, whether for monetary,

design, or historic value. He told me his favorite band of all time was the James Gang, and he

was more than aware that its origins were in Kent, Ohio. He even knew some details about the

band’s time in Kent that I did not.Advertisement for Santana and Bobby Womack at Memorial

Gym (Courtesy of the Daily Kent Stater)When I came back from that trip, I decided to follow

that guy’s lead. I wanted to see if any old Daily Kent Stater issues had ads for Pink Floyd’s The

Dark Side of the Moon campus performance. When I went looking at the dirty old microfilm

from the spring of 1973, I didn’t find any information on that show, but I did find ads for a

Santana performance in the old Memorial Gym. What struck me, though, is that this show

happened when the artist was vital. Santana wasn’t a legacy act—it was an established band.

After this initial search I put my curiosities aside for a while, but twelve years later, I started

digging again.In 2010, I received the opportunity to do a gallery show in the Kent State

University Library, and I thought, wouldn’t it be great to go back and find those original ads for

those performances and blow them up into custom posters? As 2010 was also Kent State’s

centennial, there would be a lot of looking back at the history of the university; this gallery show

would fit with all of the other “looking backs” planned for that year.The show was a huge

success. I was able to put up forty panels of original ads and photographs of the likes of

Fleetwood Mac, Frank Zappa, James Taylor, Elton John, and the Clash. Every panel was

authentic to a Kent State performance. At the opening, a number of people approached me

with detailed stories of having attended some of these shows, and some even said the material

I was showing was so rich that I should write a book.I wasn’t so sure about writing a book, but I

was very aware that as we were getting further away from these times, the chances of these

stories and events being forgotten were growing greater. I also seemed to be the only one

pursuing these stories, and if I didn’t take this further, perhaps nobody else ever would.So, out

of sheer determination to gather this information before it got lost, I just kept researching. The

more I dug, the more I was blown away by the incredible history. As I started going way back, I

discovered information about Duke Ellington on campus in the 1950s and Gene Krupa playing

an all-campus dance in 1941, complete with a set of photos from the night.Kent State Provost

Todd Diacon (left), Joe Walsh (middle), and Jason Prufer (right) look at the manuscript for this



book in the Kent State University Library, February 2017. (Photo by Ken Burhanna)When I

began looking into the era when Joe Walsh and DEVO were doing their things in town, I saw

many names of locals I recognized with these stories. I followed every possible lead to get to

the people who had been a part of these experiences. Amazingly, everyone I approached was

more than willing to tell me what they knew—and the stories they told me were gold.During this

whole period of discovery, social media had become a thing, and as I was scanning photos

and ads I would post them to Facebook. The more I posted, the more people responded with

recollections and stories and unseen photos from private collections. A photograph in a tired

old KSU yearbook showing Bo Diddley playing in a downtown bar would receive new life when

I put it on my Facebook wall. All of a sudden, a dozen people knew exactly how the night went

down and had stories to tell. Soon, I was writing long blog posts from the best of this

material.This book, then, is a consolidation of my research and supporting archival material. It

is not the complete story of rock and roll in Kent but, rather, a scrapbook, with highlights of four

decades of music.Finally, I can’t introduce this book without thanking Joe Walsh. He saved this

book. It likely wouldn’t be in print if not for an encounter I had with him at the Kent State

University Library in mid-February 2017. With that said, the story starts with Joe—just over fifty

years before I spoke with him. In the fall of 1966, Joe Walsh and his band, the Measles, played

outdoors on the old Kent State University Commons.

Joe Walsh’s Measles on the Kent State CommonsOctober 1966One of the biggest challenges

of capturing the stories of rock and roll in Kent was nailing down some kind of real piece about

legendary rock and roller Joe Walsh.But then I worked with local artist, archivist, and

entertainer Richard “Ritch” Underwood on a digitization project dealing with many of his long-

unseen slides and photographs. I’d never before encountered such an awesome collection of

authentic images, showing the likes of Paul Simon, Carrie Fisher, Steve Martin, Bryan Ferry,

Stephen Stills, Chuck Berry, Diana Ross, and perhaps a thousand other major stars Ritch had

photographed. Leafing through an old photo album from his early days in Kent, I stumbled

across a set of five photos with an October 1966 date stamp showing a really young Joe Walsh

performing outdoors for a daytime performance at Kent State.I asked Ritch, “What are these?”

and he responded, “Oh, those are photos I took up at KSU of Joe Walsh’s first serious band,

the Measles, just before I joined.” He was more than happy to describe that day, his

photography, the band, and his friendship with Joe Walsh:These photos are just like a diary

entry. At the time I took [them], I was in the process of changing bands, and I was with a group

called the Styx. We were the house band at JB’s, and we started down there in March of 1966,

and by this fall here, I was getting some draft notices and things were starting to get iffy with

me musically. I didn’t know if I was going to be playing in bands or if I was going to be in the

service, and in the midst of all that I was also a student at KSU.The Measles facing the old

University Commons behind the Engleman Hall dormitory at Kent State in the fall of 1966. Left

to right: Bobby Sepulveda, Buddy Bennett, Joe Walsh, and Larry Lewis. (Photo by Richard

Underwood)After the gigs at JB’s and the Fifth Quarter, the different members of the different

bands would all meet up for coffee or a sandwich or something and just talk and share ideas.

Back then, everybody was doing extremely well. Lots of people went out to hear bands all the

time.So as we’re all meeting up on one of these nights, I was talking to Joe Walsh and I had

mentioned that I had planned on leaving the Styx. So the Measles were talking about having

me come into their band—I remember Joe Basile was kind of like their manager or booker or

whatever—he kind of handled the band, and he asked me if I would consider joining. At the

time I did really like the Measles, mostly because I really liked Joe Walsh—ya know he was an



excellent guitar player. He was one of the best guitarists that I’d seen. Also, the Measles were

our competition, so I figured if I joined them there would be no more competition.So, I was up

at this outdoor campus gig to get familiar with some of these songs that they were playing, plus

just to get some pictures. The only camera that I had was an Instamatic. It wasn’t a really good

low-light camera so I figured I could get some nice shots outside. There wasn’t even any kind

of big crowd there or anything. It was just kids hanging around and stuff like around the lunch

hour, and the band was playing. I can remember distinctly that day they played “Drive My Car”

by the Beatles and they probably played “Under My Thumb” by the Rolling Stones, “Good

Lovin’” by the Young Rascals, pop songs.The Measles facing the old University Commons

behind the Engleman Hall dormitory at Kent State in the fall of 1966. Left to right: Bobby

Sepulveda, Larry Lewis, and Joe Walsh; back row: Buddy Bennett. (Photo by Richard

Underwood)I was asked to join the band because they needed a lead guitar player for when

Joe played keyboards. They had Larry [Lewis], who was a great rhythm guitarist, but he wasn’t

really a lead player. Plus, at that time the Yardbirds were a really big band and there were

some songs that we did where we did a similar two-guitar thing.But like I said, I was out there

checking them out to get a grip on what tunes they were playing, plus I wanted to see how they

were playing. I was also listening to see how another guitar player could fit in. That’s what

made the Beatles so great. They really complemented each other on guitars, not just their

voices. The Measles were an extremely good harmony band, too. Joe, Larry, and Bobby sang

extremely well together. Buddy, the drummer, didn’t sing, but when I came in it added another

voice to the group.Fall 1966 photo showing Joe Walsh handling his guild Starfire V guitar with

the Measles at Kent State (Photo by Richard Underwood)Joe sang [lead] on some tunes, but

he wasn’t like a—ya know how Joe’s voice is. He was never any kind of great singer, but he

made songs fit the style of his voice, which is what made him for years. I think that’s what

actually brought him out with the James Gang.[Before I joined] the band, I was really good

friends with Joe Walsh. We used to hang out and play guitar together.My previous band [the

Styx] was just about having fun. The Measles was different. The Measles was pretty much

straitlaced—we weren’t fooling around, though Joe started to show a little more showmanship.

I would change the words to songs and make up stories. For example, we used to play “Gloria”

by Them, and I would always change the song so it was about Gloria getting laid. It was after

this that Joe added this bit with a story about a king and his daughter’s fiancé where he would

take a glass of water and pour it on himself because he was told by the king to never drink

from the opposite side of the glass.This period wasn’t all fun and games. When we were

playing places, there were constant fights. A lot of it you were aware of, and a lot of it you

weren’t aware of because you were playing. But it was the jocks and the longhairs. [If you] go

back to those photos of the band on campus, you don’t see long hair on Larry and you don’t

see long hair on Bobby. Joe has the longest hair. When we were playing, the bands would have

the hair a little longer, but the crowd would come in with those buzz cuts.[By March 1967] the

original group broke up. I ended up briefly joining a Cleveland group called the Selective

Service, but by the end of May 1967 I had joined the navy. Joe Walsh left the Measles because

he wanted to do more like a blues thing, which I thought was weird because the next thing he

did was some filling in with the Chancellors, a pop band. It’s also during this post-Measles

period where you see Joe playing with the Goldthwaites out at the Barn, and when you see

me, Joe, Don Goldthwaite, and Gary Slama performing in the Richard Myers film Akran.If you

look at my photos [from this event], you can see the Measle van behind them, and you can

also see that Joe is playing basically straight through to his amplifier with one of those Maestro

Fuzz Tones. That was one of the first Fuzz Tones that came out. Those things were great for



songs like “Satisfaction.” They give you a great attack, but they had no sustain. The band is

basically playing with a wall of amplifiers behind them, which is really pretty amazing for that

period.Later, [when] Joe made it with the James Gang and then with the Eagles, it’s like, “Hey

man, we played together in this band.” It’s so cool to have been able to work with somebody

who became so famous like that. It was an honor to have played with that guy. When you are

talking about this era right here, 1965–75, you’re talking to me about one of the best. There

were bands everywhere. Every place had live bands, and the best thing was that students

supported all of this. A big help, too, was that you could drink and get into these bars when you

were eighteen.We were having a good time, and life was good. I was making steady money;

we had crowds every night. It was just a great time period. Plus the musicians that came out of

this—like Joe Walsh, Chrissie Hynde, and DEVO. It was probably happening all over the place,

but what made Kent different was the exposure here and the venues that were available for

people to come to. Kent was just a great place back then, and getting to see so much live

music in so many different venues in town is why I enjoyed that era so much.Larry Lewis, in

Ritch Underwood’s photos wearing blue jeans and a white striped shirt and playing the

Rickenbacker guitar, is originally from the Kent area, but after he joined the navy in 1968, at the

age of nineteen, he ended up in Groton, Connecticut, where he has lived ever since. He still

remembers that 1966 day on the University Commons and a lot more about playing with the

Measles, the old Kent music scene, and Joe Walsh.The Measles facing the old University

Commons behind the Engleman Hall dormitory at Kent State in the fall of 1966. Left to right:

Bobby Sepulveda, Larry Lewis, Buddy Bennett, and Joe Walsh. (Photo by Richard

Underwood)At the time of the formation of the group, in late 1965, I would have been in my

junior year at Field High School, but when those pictures were taken in the fall of 1966, I was in

my senior year, since I graduated in 1967.I became a part of the Measles [because of] the

band that I was in before the Measles, called the Embers, and because of guys going into the

military and whatnot, bands were breaking up all the time. So the Embers split up, and one day

I got a call from Chas Madonio, and he said a couple guys at Kent State wanted to get a band

going, and he knew that I was available. Because I knew Chas, I said sure. So we met at Kent

State in the old Student Union in the garbage room just off from the cafeteria, and that’s when I

met Joe Walsh and Buddy Bennett. They knew one another from school, and I think they had

met at maybe some audition for maybe some other band or something and they just decided to

start their own band.So anyway, I met Joe and Buddy there, and of course Chas was there,

and Chas was playing bass and I was playing rhythm guitar, and we all hit it off well. We

practiced for two or three weeks, and then I believe Chas got an offer from one of the other

groups to work five nights a week, and because he was married and he needed the money, he

left the group early on. When he left, he recommended or somebody else recommended that

we go listen to this bass player in this other band up in Ravenna—so we all went to see this

guy, and that’s how we got ahold of Bobby Sepulveda.The Measles was a pretty serious band,

though I don’t recall any thoughts about being the biggest band in the world. We just wanted to

work.It was clear from the very beginning, though, that we had a very particular sound and we

were quite good together. Our harmonies were far better than any we’d heard before, and we

just melded together. So, early on we knew that we were quite good, but our ambitions were no

more than anybody else’s.After I’d been playing with Joe for about a year or so, I knew that this

man was gonna do something, because he had to be the finest guitar player I had ever seen

and he had a good business sense as well. I didn’t know if the rest of us were gonna make it,

but I knew that he would.I am not sure how this gig [on the KSU Commons] got booked. We

didn’t really pick up anybody to manage us for a while. It could have just been that this got



booked because of word of mouth about us by the organizers. They may have just thought,

“Let’s get the Measles.”We actually became pretty popular, and one of our biggest

achievements was being one of the resident bands playing to big crowds at the Fifth Quarter

over on Depeyster Street in Kent. That place was packed all the time when we were there. We

really enjoyed that. I also got a taste of being on the road with this band. We did this tour once

that was about twenty shows in sixteen different cities over twenty days. The tour was over all

Ohio, southern Ohio, and into Pennsylvania a bit. I really didn’t like that life. I didn’t like it at all.

We’d play, then we’d drive through the night, then we’d get a room and we’d sleep till mid-

afternoon, and then we’d show up for sound check. Then we’d go and get dinner, and then

we’d do the show and break down and do it over again. It was just that, over and over and over,

and I just don’t know if I was cut out for that. I’m sure for successful groups it’s a little bit easier,

but still it’s a grind to be out on the road and playing.The Measles was pretty much a Top 40

kind of group. We played what was popular. We played an awful lot of Beatles. We did some

Lovin’ Spoonful, and we did some Rascals. We did the Beatles’ “You’re Going to Lose That

Girl.” That was one that we did very well and that most people requested over and over.I

remember one time we were playing at some big thing and one of the huge radio DJs—Bob

Ansell or something like that—I remember him getting up and saying something about our

ability to re-create the sounds of the Beatles and the harmonies and being exact. Of course I

never played lead guitar, but occasionally Joe would let me play something. We used to do

“Mustang Sally,” and I would do the little guitar riffs in that. And we did some classical stuff—we

did “On Broadway.” We also did a couple of Smokey Robinson tunes with nice smooth

harmonies. But again, it was mostly Top 40. We played what was popular, and we played it

well.I do remember a conversation that Joe had with the group and we all sat down and

discussed [hiring Ritch Underwood]. Joe felt that we needed to expand our sound a little bit,

and he was very interested in playing keyboard. He didn’t want to always play guitar, but he

didn’t expect me to jump in and play lead guitar, because I wasn’t a lead guitar player. I prided

myself on playing excellent rhythm. I remember Joe saying to us, “What do you think about us

bringing in another guitar player?” I just went along with it. No big deal to me. But that’s about

all I remember—because Joe started playing keyboard a bit. And with all the synthesized

sounds you could get on a keyboard, it did create a lot more sound for us.Having grown up in

the area, I would say that bands like the Measles and the Styx represented the first generation

of any kind of band scene in Kent. I can remember there were no bands locally until the

Beatles, and they don’t show up till 1964. Before then—the first group that I was in, we just

played Ventures—ya know, instrumentals. And then people started forming little groups right

after the Beatles invaded America. Man, they just started popping up everywhere in Kent.

Everywhere you turned, there was great, great talent. Being a university town, there was

certainly plenty of people to play for, and everybody was hopped up on rock and roll. It was a

great time to be a young musician, I’ll tell you that.I do not have a single recording or photo

from that time, other than what has been put out there on the Internet—like Ritch’s Facebook

posts and the like. I didn’t think that was important to document, and now I regret it very much

that I don’t have some sort of an arsenal of photos and recordings.I have a lot of memories of

Joe Walsh from those days, and that’s because Joe and I were probably the closest. We spent

a lot of time together, and Joe started drug use very early on. Some nights we’d be out playing

and he was high and he’d go on a guitar riff and just keep goin’ and goin’ and goin’. I remember

very specifically one night coming home from a gig in my car, and he and I were stopped at a

railroad crossing, and when I put my parking brake on the little light would flash on my dash.

He just leaned over and just got into that light and was goin’, “Wow that’s great,” and he’s



looking at the flashing lights of the train and the crossing lights going up. And I told him, “Get

the hell back over there and sit back and relax.” It started early in his life—this drug business.

Later in life, he nearly died from drugs, and he’s drug-free today.But I’ve said it before, and I’ll

say it again: he’s the finest guitar player I had ever seen. His command of the fingerboard is

just amazing. Look how big the man’s hands are. Seems like he could wrap his fingers around

the neck twice. Joe was a good guy; he was talented, I respected him a lot. He had a good

head for business. He was a lot of fun, and he was a crazy bastard.
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